Planets D6 / Unfen
Unfen
Unfen is a small farming world located in the Palvar Sector,
not far from
Kashan itself. For the most part, Unfen has been highly
overlooked by almost
everyone and those who even know of its existance think of it
as nothing but
a backwater world not worth visiting.
Unfen's entire population is centered in one large collection of
farms and
homes known as the Collective stretches for several hundred kilometers in
diameter, the planet's only spaceport located along the northern edge.
The planet itself consists of a supercontinent which is showing signs of
breaking up into ten smaller continents over the next hundred million years
or so. The Collective is located on the eastern most edge of the continent,
only fifty kilometers from Unfen's freshwater super ocean.
On the far side of the super continent is an extremely dense forest which
spans thousands upon thousands of square kilometers, separated from the east
by a long range of jagged mountains. The Palvar Defense Force has secretly
placed a small military outpost in the center of this forest which consists
of no more than a single room listening post with a shuttle landing pad on
the roof. Surrounding the outpost is a tall electrified razor wire fence to
prevent the large predators such as the yeto which could easily tear a man
limb-from-limb.
Type: Terrestrial
Location: Mid Rim: Palvar Sector
Temperature: Temperate
Atmosphere: Type I
Hydrosphere: Moist
Gravity: Standard
Terrain: Forests, mountains, plains
Length of Day: 25.7 standard hours
Length of Year: 367 local days
Sapient Species: Humans, Itaanu
Starport: Standard

Population: 4,620,600 (estimated)
Planet Function: Farming world
Government: Provisional Council
Tech Level: Space
Major Exports: Food
Major Imports: Farming equipment
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